Vision of EC2U

Together with six partner universities, the University of Jena forms the alliance EC2U - European Campus of City-Universities. We build upon synergies, innovation and transfer potential to establish a European campus that promotes joint teaching, learning and research.

Thematically, the alliance is centered around three of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals: Good Health and Well-Being, Quality Education and Sustainable Cities and Communities. We will develop tailored Master Programmes respectively that will facilitate new formats of physical and virtual mobility. Three virtual institutes will build a bridge for joint research projects. Intense involvement and networking of students creates a truly integrative campus, where orientation is supported by the app MyMobileTutor. A Connect Center functions as a platform for exchange.

Being city universities rich of tradition we are tightly connected to our cities and actively engage them, e.g. in Think Tanks, school projects and an Entrepreneurial Academy. With that we foster identification with Europe and create an impact into the European society.
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European University Networks (EUN)
National Initiative

Partner Institutions

University of Turku (FI)
Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena (DE)
University of Poitiers (FR)
University of Coimbra (PT)
University of Pavia (IT)
University of Salamanca (ES)
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iasi (RO)

Accompanying National Programme
Priorities and Project Activities

• Set-up of qualification programmes for all university members: students, teaching staff, and especially for administrative employees - to strengthen multilingualism and intercultural competences
• Digitalization of teaching formats: Developing blended learning formats in collaboration with the Language Center and the Institute of Intercultural Business Communication
• Increasing visibility through a broad-based marketing and awareness campaign